
S2020-006 Mian Waleed Zafar  

Exploring personal archives, intra-personal relationships with materials, objects and forms 

Salt casting, Charcoal casting, plaster moulds, found material  

Transliterating a quote from student: How can one give form to something that already has form? 

 

 

Script (in progress) for text layover for website that connects Waleed’s process thus far 

1. Going over the layers of leather, wood, steal and twine, the smell of dirt and rot, thinking 

about the hands that held it. Dulled over hundreds of years, how it came to me is 

something that I question. A symbol denoting a time far out of reach, its purpose lost.  

2. Thinking about last summer, when the red poppies bloomed. A cousin of the white 

poppies that defined the opium trade. The effect of the poppy is mesmerizing; its beauty 

hidden in its latex, a world beyond is petals.  

3. The land, the soil is a marker of its time. A mixture of clay and skin. The maker of the 

body and it resting place. The endless cycle of entropy the defines our existence.  

4. Filtering through the dirt, as it settles and the water evaporates, new life grows out of the 

cracks to find its own niche.  

5. As we close our eyes, we try to picture the world around us. The smell, the sound, 

defining the space we inhabit. Filtering through our body, an endless process.  

6. One can question the nature of material possession. Are the object we touch, feel and 

keep an extension of our body. Do they possess a glimmer of our energy? This box, 

once owned by my grandmother kept some of her most prized possession. Though 

empty, I can still imagine the pieces of jewelry that it once contained, in another time, 

another life.  

7. One wonders  

 

Website (progress) 

https://www.thinglink.com/card/1408388576852312065 

screenshots + web preview (WIP) attached 

 

 

https://www.thinglink.com/card/1408388576852312065

